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ABSTRACT. This paper tests the impact of Wal-Mart discount and superstore presence on the number of small businesses in Iowa counties from 1989-2003. I employ and compare two well-known identification strategies in a spatial autoregressive model. I find no statistically meaningful impact of Wal-Mart on small firms (1-20 employees in three employment ranges), though there is weak statistical evidence that an own-county Wal-Mart increases the number of small businesses while Wal-Marts in adjacent counties reduce the number of small businesses. These results mimic several other studies of Wal-Mart including Hicks and Wilburn (2001), Hicks (2007), and Sobel and Dean (2008).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Whenever a new Wal-Mart opens, small businesses—from dress shops and pharmacies to hardware, auto supply and music stores—close their doors and good jobs disappear. —AFL-CIO Website

Few issues surrounding local employment dynamics are as contentious as the impact of a new Wal-Mart store on small businesses. Consequentially, policymakers are in need of credible estimates regarding the putative impact of Wal-Mart on small businesses.

Shortly, I review a number of studies on Wal-Mart that examine the impact of the store on competing retailers, the structure of the industry, the price of goods, and other aspects ranging from state-level union participation to sprawl. Like the present study, many of these papers offer discrete impact modeling, rather than a more detailed examination of producer and consumer surplus. The purpose of choosing small businesses as a focus of analysis is two-fold. First, I wish to update previous analyses with the most modern modeling approach to the problem; second, I wish to revisit the major piece of policy debate on the matter. This paper provides estimates of Wal-Mart’s impact on small businesses in the state of Iowa. I proceed with a review of the research to date, followed by a description of the data and region to be analyzed, a description of the model, and econometric considerations and results. I end with a comparison of these findings to other research on Wal-Mart and policy recommendations.

2. THE LITERATURE

Estimates of Wal-Mart’s influence on local economies began with Stone’s (1989) study of small towns and communities in Iowa. Stone offered mixed evidence of the impact, noting increased retail sales in cities with Wal-Mart. However, he found that the net effect on retail
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sales is less than the total sales of a new Wal-Mart, clearly suggesting that some existing retail trade is lost to a new Wal-Mart. The impact of Wal-Marts on area sales fades over time, and Wal-Mart stores that located outside of small towns reduced retail businesses within those small towns, even where the Wal-Mart store yielded an overall positive impact on local retail sales. In essence, Stone found somewhat mixed results on nearby retail. His results became among the most-cited estimates in both the popular media and in the policy debates surrounding new Wal-Mart stores throughout the nation.

Unfortunately, this initial study of Stone’s suffers from two great weaknesses. First, it makes no attempt to isolate the impact of Wal-Mart on retail employment \textit{ceteris paribus}, and second, it fails to consider the potential endogeneity of Wal-Mart’s entrance decision with respect to local economic conditions. Even today, these problems plague much of the literature on the net local-area economic effects of big box stores.

Two studies by Franz and Robb (1989) and Ozment and Martin (1990), which were nearly simultaneous released, examine the impact of Wal-Mart on the structure of retail markets. Both studies report modest positive impacts on wages, employment, and number of businesses within counties with Wal-Mart stores. The first study is a survey of local businesses, while the second tests data on the number of firms. Ozment and Martin also note the possibility that Wal-Mart’s choice of faster-growing counties as potential new store sites may distort their findings.

Barnes et al. (1996) and Ketchum and Hughes (1997) examine Wal-Mart’s impact while attempting to control for preexisting conditions in regions. Both teams examine retail sales and employment growth, yet found no evidence of any increase in the number of retail firms in the wake of Wal-Mart openings. Barnes et al. find a modest decline in the number of specialty retail stores at the county level. Many subsequent studies confirm these findings (see Artz, 1999; Artz and McConn, 2001; Hornbeck, 1994; McGee and Gresham, 1995; Stone, Artz, and Myles, 2002; Mehta, Baiman, and Persky, 2004). Still, these studies suffer some fundamental common weaknesses (e.g., absence of convincing controls for underlying economic conditions, and potential concern over selection bias or the sub-regions that are examined). Further, several of these studies avoid statistical comparisons of impacts, even those that use a quasi-experimental approach. A remarkably large number of local impact studies (not cited here, due to the overwhelming number of them) follow these trends of naïvely using employment and firm accounting in attempts to analyze the net impact of Wal-Marts. For policymakers, these studies offer few concrete conclusions, for none speak convincingly or comprehensively of Wal-Mart’s net economic impacts.

Franklin (2001) and Hicks and Wilburn (2001) first modeled the entrance of Wal-Marts econometrically. Franklin examined food stores in Metropolitan Statistical Areas wherever Wal-Mart supercenters had opened, while Hicks and Wilburn examined retail industry structure, wages, and employment in West Virginia counties. In both studies, the authors regressed various growth factors on a binary entrance variable and rejected the possibility that Wal-Mart tended to select only counties with high retail growth potential. Hicks and Wilburn found a very small, positive effect of Wal-Mart entry on county retail industry structure (four to five new firms). Interestingly, they also found an “adjacent to Wal-Mart” effect. That is, they found that counties adjacent to those containing a newly opened Wal-Mart subsequently were hit with a statistically meaningful but economically trivial loss of firms (less than one firm loss spread out across an average of four adjacent counties).
Basker (2005a) estimated Wal-Mart’s impact on a subset of growing and urban U.S. counties, focusing on employment and industry structure. She treated potential endogeneity by using the planned entrance date of Wal-Mart (roughly two years prior to actual opening) to identify economic conditions within the county during the subsequent entrance. She found a modest loss of small retail firms, and a small growth in retail employment. Further, by employing a polynomial distributed lag, Basker illustrated the rate of adjustment in local retail markets.

Neumark, Zhang, and Ciccarella (2008) (henceforth, N-Z-C) similarly estimated the economic effects of Wal-Mart on U.S. counties across several sample sets (to narrow concerns regarding endogeneity of entrance). They identified the model spatially using an instrument that captures the distance from newly opened Wal-Marts from the original store in Benton County, Arkansas and using a time variable that indexed annually from the opening of the first store in 1962. N-Z-C also used a variable that was the multiplicative interaction of these two. N-Z-C found employment declines of up to four percent in some specifications.

A third strategy to account for Wal-Mart’s entrance decision was put forward by Hicks and Wilburn (2007), who incorporated a specific comment by a Wal-Mart official regarding market size as a key location strategy. Accordingly, the authors used the total personal income in a county (and contiguous counties) to identify the impact equation. Hicks also compared the three identification techniques (Basker, 2005a; Neumark, Zhang, and Ciccarella, 2008; and Hicks, 2007b) finding very modest estimate differences. Testing only on Maryland to avoid concerns over cross-state fiscal differences bias in the estimates, Hicks and Wilburn found that new Wal-Marts tend to yield modest reductions in employment in urban areas, employment increases in rural areas, and small positive wage impacts in the retail sector everywhere. They contended that this finding is similar to that of Dube, Eidlin, and Lester (2006) who used an identification strategy similar to that used by N-Z-C.

Using a series of counterfactuals, however, Basker (2007), criticizes N-Z-C’s instrument and treatment equation. She finds that their estimates of Wal-Mart’s impact actually explains growth in manufacturing employment—a very unlikely outcome she attributes to model misidentification.

Hicks (2008) reviews these techniques as well as the range estimates of Wal-Mart’s impact on labor and goods markets. His study describes the struggle to correctly identify a model of Wal-Mart’s entrance across competing specification and identification strategies, and compares the results of three different approaches.

Sobel and Dean (2008) estimate Wal-Mart’s impact on small business at the state level, employing a panel spatial autoregressive model. They find no discernable impact on small business across several specifications. Further, they critique Stone’s (1989, 1995) estimates of Wal-Mart’s impact on retail through the careful extrapolation of his findings to later Wal-Mart entrance. They argue that Stone’s findings suggest a profound decrease in “mom and pop” stores, when in fact growth in small business in Iowa has outpaced population growth since 1989.
Hicks (2007) revisits Stone’s estimates on pull factors at the county level. This analysis, which employs endogeneity corrections, refutes roughly 8 out of 10 impacts as statistically negligible. The magnitudes of remaining impacts rise to modest levels of statistical significance and range from 10 to 50 percent of those reported by Stone. Clearly, the issue of Wal-Mart’s impact on small business in Iowa warrants additional scrutiny.

3. THE LOCATION, DATA, AND MODEL

The choice of Iowa as a prime locale for examining Wal-Mart’s impact on small business warrants some comment. First of all, Iowa also enjoys a rather heterogeneous rural-urban population distribution. It also has a rather large number of counties, which when coupled with an extensive history of Wal-Mart exposure (since the mid-1980s) and study, make Iowa an attractive location for evaluating Wal-Mart’s impact. The reason for the long history of study is made most apparent from an example of a Wal-Mart experience shown in Figure 1. Carrol County, Iowa, experienced a noticeable decline in small retail (general merchandise) stores in the years following a Wal-Mart opening there. Iowa is also a good choice for analysis because of its geography. The state has a fairly regular county distribution with counties that are largely of the same geographic size and adjoin fairly regular sets of adjacent counties (Figure 2).

Data for the analysis presented here were obtained from several well-known sources. County Business Patterns provided the detailed retail data for number of firms by employment classification. Additional economic data at the county level were obtained from the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ Regional Economic Information System.

Definitions of the term “small business” vary dramatically. For our purposes, we include retail firms in the three smallest categories reported by County Business Patterns: 1-4 employees, 5-9 employees and 10-19 employees. The intent here is to target non-chain stores or small chain stores selling traditional retail (non-food) items. There are inherent challenges in modeling this type of issue. The data tell us the general category of market in which the firm might sell, but is silent on the product mix of individual firms. So, we cannot estimate the effects of Wal-Mart on a firm’s product mix, or on type of retail goods within a general category. This is an interesting
Another concern is that during the study period, the official Federal classification system for industries switched from the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) to the North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS). The result is a set of changes in pertinent data series that are small but nontrivial. About 3.3 percent of the SIC count of retail establishments was lost due to changes in industry definitions. The relevant changes occurred, however, almost wholly within Eating and drinking establishments, Accommodations, and changes from Retail to Wholesale designation (wholesaling establishments owned by retailers). Thus, it is unlikely that series critical to the present study would be affected since they tend to be affiliated with larger, chain retail firms. Still, we tested coefficients across year 2000, when the series break occurred. The Chow test was not statistically significant ($p$ value > .60). Hence it seemed unlikely the SIC-to-NAICS conversion was problematic for introducing noticeable sample bias in this model.

The time and location of each Wal-Mart opening is available from a data release by the retailer after a November 2005 conference on the economic consequences of Wal-Mart. Further, Wal-Mart stores essentially come in two types: traditional stores and supercenters. Supercenters contain a grocery store and often concentrations of products and services similar to other retail outlets such as pharmacies, small restaurants, optometrists, and beauty salons. These are likely to
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have a slightly different set of competing small businesses. Since 1990, Wal-Mart has been transforming its traditional stores into supercenters. Still, we treat the entrance of a Wal-Mart and a Wal-Mart supercenter as the same phenomenon, since the upgrade to a supercenter is not something that can be readily identified. A summary of these key data appear in Table 1.

As part of an identification strategy, the distance of each Wal-Mart to the original store in Benton County, Arkansas, was calculated using commercial mapping software: the measurements are driving distances. This differs from the two other distance instruments reviewed above, which are Mahalanobis distances, but is identical to that used by Hicks (2008).

In order to explicitly evaluate Wal-Mart’s impact on small businesses, I begin with a pure treatment model of Wal-Mart’s impact:

\[
\Theta_{i,t} = \alpha + \alpha_i + \beta WM_{i,t} + \beta_2 WM_{j,t} + \beta_3 \bar{W}_{j,t} \Theta_{j,t} + \delta \phi_{i,t-1} + e_{i,t},
\]

where the number of small retail businesses in each size category \( \Theta \), is a function of a common \( \alpha \) and a cross-section-specific \( \alpha_i \) intercepts, a cross-section- and time-specific Wal-Mart presence/count variable \( WM_{i,t} \), a time-specific count of Wal-Marts in \( j \) adjacent counties \( WM_{j,t} \), a time- and cross-section specific spatial weight \( \bar{W}_{j,t} \), the dependent variable \( \Theta_{j,t} \), and a first-order autoregressive variable \( \phi_{i,t-1} \), and a white noise error term \( e_{i,t} \). These data are stationary, so we estimate them in their levels.\(^2\)

The specification of a spatial lag requires some discussion. Hicks and Wilburn (2001) reported a very strong spatial element to retail trade over 1988-2001, which covers much of the present study’s period. They found that Wal-Mart entry reduced both retail employment and number of firms in adjacent counties in a spatial model of West Virginia. Of course, omitting adjacent county effects in own-county entrance would be a serious modeling concern in this setting.

As with previous analyses of Wal-Mart’s impacts, we are concerned about the potential for endogeneity. Simply put, the endogeneity issue here is that if Wal-Mart is systematically entering markets with a growing number of retail stores, then estimates will be biased towards finding a positive effect of Wal-Mart. Recall, however, that there remains considerable debate over the appropriate means of correcting for the endogeneity bias we encounter here (Basker, 2005a; Hicks, 2008; and Neumark, Zhang, and Ciccarella, 2008). While endogeneity remains a most significant econometric concern, strategies controlling for it do have costs. The first choice in limiting endogeneity bias is through employing a pure treatment model. The endogeneity

\(^2\) I conducted individual unit root tests (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) on personal income data from 1989 through 2003 as these were my greatest concern for nonstationarity. I performed grouped unit root tests on the Wal-Mart presence and adjacent Wal-Mart presence data. The short sample period is of concern since it may weaken these tests.
concern of potential regressors is, however, even greater than that of Wal-Mart’s entrance: hence, including additional explanatory variables tends to magnify the problem. In alternatives, omitted variable bias emerges as a cost. It appears, however, that using county-level fixed effects significantly mitigates the effect of omitted variables over the study period since the fixed effects should capture the effects of any county-specific factors that do not change over time. The choice here then is one of selecting the lesser of evils. That is, we select the model specification that avoids exacerbating the larger problem of endogeneity, while mitigating the smaller problem of omitted variable bias.

Recognizing this, we estimate the impact using two instruments. The first, offered by Neumark, Zhang, and Ciccarrella (2008), takes the form:

\[ \Theta_{ij} = \alpha + \alpha_i + \delta_1 \text{DIST}_i + \delta_2 (\text{DIST}_i \cdot T), \]

in which the identification is accomplished with a fixed effect \( \alpha_i \), a distance variable \( \text{DIST} \), and their product. We employ this instrumental variables approach estimated with 2SLS and include lagged exogenous variables within the instrument to account for the contemporaneous relationship between \( \Theta \) and its spatial lag \( W\Theta \). I also employ another instrument offered by Hicks (2008) that identifies the treatment equation with a measure of total market size, defined as:

\[ \Theta_{ij} = \alpha + \alpha_i + \delta_1 (P_i + \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_{ij}). \]

where \( \alpha_i \) is the fixed effect for county \( i \), \( P_i \) is the aggregate personal income in county \( i \), and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_{ij} \) is the aggregate income across the \( n \) contiguous counties. Both instruments were tested for weakness using a method recommended by Hausman and Hahn (2002). No evidence of a weak instrument problem is apparent in these tests. Additionally, these instruments have been employed in previously published research, and their weakness also has been rejected by Hicks (2008) and Neumark, Zhang, and Ciccarrella (2008).

We estimate impacts in Iowa’s counties from 1988 through 2003, the available years of data from County Business Patterns when this paper was written. We compare results from both instruments and the ordinary least squares estimates across firm size in the three smallest categories of employers. Results appear in Table 2.

These estimates on the number of small retailers in Iowa generally reveal that no statistically meaningful impacts result from a new Wal-Mart. Moreover, in the one case where statistical significance is “close,” the impact is positive (but nontrivially large). Wal-Marts in adjacent counties exert a very weak negative impact (though not statistically meaningful). This result in particular comports with conclusions from Hicks and Wilburn (2001), who found that a Wal-Mart in adjacent counties actually reduced own-county retail firms and employment in West Virginia.

We conducted two additional tests not reported here. We tested the model using a version of Basker’s (2005a) instrument of planned entrance date (a two-year lead on entrance). Also, we changed the specification to account for per capita number of small businesses to provide equal exposure for each county. In both cases the results were not qualitatively different from those reported above.
Table 2: Wal-Mart’s Impact on Iowa’s “Mom and Pop” Retailers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Size</th>
<th>1-4 employees</th>
<th>5-9 employees</th>
<th>10-19 employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>Time distance</td>
<td>Market Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.05)</td>
<td>(0.204)</td>
<td>(-0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal-Mart</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>3.786</td>
<td>2.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(0.53)</td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal-Mart</td>
<td>(1.17)</td>
<td>(-0.58)</td>
<td>(-0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Lag</td>
<td>0.60***</td>
<td>0.991***</td>
<td>1.1327***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.90)</td>
<td>(8.59)</td>
<td>(8.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoregressive Component</td>
<td>0.88***</td>
<td>0.830***</td>
<td>0.831***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.49)</td>
<td>(16.91)</td>
<td>(9.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durbin-Watson</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,485</td>
<td>1,485</td>
<td>1,485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** denotes statistical significance at the 0.01 level. ** denotes statistical significance at the 0.05 level. * denotes statistical significance at the 0.10 level and † denotes statistical significance at the 0.15 level.

Overall our results closely mirror those of Sobel and Dean (2008), who conclude, as do we, that there is no net impact of Wal-Mart on small retailers. Obviously, the OLS estimates offered here provide some contrasting results that cannot readily be explained. And, while the literature reveals some disagreement on the impact of Wal-Mart upon small retailers, even the most negative estimates (Basker, 2005a) reveal an impact that is remarkably modest.

The direction of impacts (albeit statistically immaterial) combined with the explanatory power of the spatial and temporal autocorrelation corrections point to a model that captures the salient elements of Wal-Mart’s impact. They simply are too variable and small to point convincingly towards dramatic adjustments to retail industry structure attributable to Wal-Mart.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The considerable angst related to the putative impact of Wal-Mart on the structure of the retail sector—especially small businesses—warrants additional analysis. This paper provides a review of the development of this concern combined with an explanation of how contemporary research is addressing the real concerns of the treatment effects and endogeneity issues surrounding Wal-Mart’s impact on local communities. This paper does not conclusively end the endogeneity debate prevalent in Wal-Mart studies. Indeed, the OLS results point to some potential for small business declines that are certainly correlated with the entrance of Wal-Mart. Still the lack of endogeneity with respect to Wal-Mart’s entrance has been largely treated as suspect within a growing body of literature (see Basker, 2005a; Hicks, 2008; Neumark, Zhang, and Ciccarella, 2008).

3 The Durbin-Watson panel statistic reported is derived from Bhargava, Franzini, and Narendranathan (1982). We white-washed the variance matrix using a version of White's (1980) heteroskedastic consistent variance-covariance matrix derived from Driscoll and Kraay (1998). I do not report cross-sectional fixed effects.
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We built a treatment model of Wal-Mart on small retail businesses in Iowa and estimate a
treatment model with alternative specifications and identification. We find no consequential
impact of Wal-Mart on small business in Iowa from 1989-2003. There is some tepid evidence
that an own-county Wal-Mart increases the number of small businesses, while counties adjacent
to a county containing a new Wal-Mart tends to lose some small businesses. This result holds
across two specifications and three different corrections for endogeneity. This result supports the
retail agglomeration argument expressed in Hicks (2007) as one of the potentially observed Wal-
Mart-related phenomena.

As a cautionary note, these results do not speak to intra-county reallocation of commerce,
which might be significant. Also, I use a standard firm-size measure, which imperfectly captures
the possibility that these are additional chain stores, not local entrepreneurs. These data cannot
speak clearly to that issue. Further, data limitations prevent a good accounting of the early
the impacts subsequent to 1989, which Stone specifically noted in his study of businesses.
Further, I do not address firm births and deaths, merely the annual numbers. Other studies
(Hicks, 2007) have attempted to do this, finding no impact of Wal-Mart on gross firm flows in
Pennsylvania; but this too remains an unanswered question in Iowa. Finally, Wal-Mart’s
potential impact on larger retail firms (including rival big-box stores) and on legal, accounting,
and related administrative services centralized by Wal-Mart in Benton, Arkansas, should be
considered. Basker (2005a) notes the loss of some large retail firms related to Wal-Mart’s
entrance, a finding that no doubt appears believable to anyone who owned stock in K-Mart or
Sears during the 1990s.

Finally, these results place great pressure on policymakers considering limitations on
Wal-Mart or other large retailers based upon potential local economic consequences. It is clear
from these results and those of other studies reviewed here that a policy neutral approach to Wal-
Mart with respect to its effect on existing small business is the most prudent policy course.
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